Energy velocity and quality factor of poroelastic waves in isotropic media.
The energy velocity and Q factor of poroelastic acoustic waves in the context of classical isotropic Biot's theory are revisited. Special attention is paid to the high frequency regime when interphase interaction is viscoelastic. The analogy with viscoelastic behavior is emphasized in derivation of the energy balance equations which relate kinetic energy, potential energy, viscous power dissipation, and elastic energy stored associated with each wave. These lead to exact closed form expressions for the energy velocity and Q factor for both longitudinal and shear waves from energy principles. Most notably, the analysis of the resulting expressions reveals that the energy velocity of both longitudinal and shear waves equals (exceeds) the corresponding phase velocity in the case of the low (full) frequency range theory, and that the exact expression for the Q factor contains an additive correction due to viscoelastic interphase interaction.